
Pictorial History of 17—19 High Street Toddington, LU5 6BX 

Here we can see what was 

depicted on the Agas Map of 

1581. There were definitely 

Tudor buildings where no. 

17—19 stood as well as next 

door at no. 21. Although they 

look very dissimilar now, both 

properties  have similar char-

acteristics within. 

Next we have the 1882 OS Map 

which clearly shows 17-19 as two 

separate houses but by then 

number 21 was one house but it 

is believed this also was originally 

two cottages. The green  build-

ings above 17-19 was Pilgrim ’ s 

Yard where Richard Pilgrim and 

his son John carried out their 

business as Wheelwrights. They 

are coloured green on the OS be-

cause their poor quality, just a 

thatched barn in fact. 

1. 5125 TODDINGTON HIGH STREET ( east side )  

No 19 TL 0028 20/321 II 

 

2. C17 much altered. Stucco. Two storeys. Slate roof, 3 casement windows. Canted 

bay window in one storey lean-to on right. 

Timber-frame visible in left hand gable end. 

The Grade 2 listing details 



 

  

Inside the thatched barn frontage was the Wheelwright ’ s Yard and pictured is Richard 

Pilgrim, his son John, 2 workers and dog. All sorts of carts used to come into the yard for 

repair.  To tighten the wheels the carts were driven into the adjacent pond.  

Through the open door to the high Street can be seen an upstairs window across the 

road. This window is still identical today being the one above the now Picnic Hamper .

This is a wonderful photograph of Richard Pilgrim operating his lathe. The huge wheel 

geared up the speed  and its weight and inertia would create the torque needed to turn 

the wheel hubs. 

Another very interesting fact is that although everything has gone as this area is the fore-

court of AJ Autos Garage now, the fireplace  seen still remains on the  end of 17-19 .. In 

the open. 



This interesting old photograph taken about 1910 depicts the Tilzey sisters leaving Tod-

dington on a cart and horse en route for Manchester via Harlington railways station. We 

later discover from the census that they lived in the adjacent house, now number 21. This 

photo  clearly shows two  front doors on number 17-19. 

The same view today showing 21 with a 1940’ s  facelift on the front but 17-19 generally 

similar except the a few  chimneys removed, a cement render finish and only one front 

door. 



Another interesting old photo  from  about 1900 which shows the outside very tarred 

boards of the Pilgrim ’ s Wheelwrights shop. The  large doors are propped open with a 

timber and it looks like it was also the village notice board with the posters there. 

This is now AJ Autos forecourt. 

The thatched roof had no guttering and was renowned for dripping on passers by in wet 

weather. 

The left hand  foreground pair of cottages were actually in the front of the Wesleyan  

Chapel grounds and the Chapel only had a small frontage in those days. 

17-19 as they stand today. This gable end with exposed timbers clearly illustrate how the 

roof was raised  at some point. It was also thatched at an earlier time before there was 

any photographic evidence. And right in the centre of the end gable  remains the old fire-

place shown in the old photo with Richard Pilgrim turning his lathe. 



Another old map believed to be from 1910 and used for recording house tax. Pilgrims 

Yard was number 151. 

From the 1910 Census we can deduce working from the Wheelwright ’ s Shop, Mr  John 

Pilgrim lived  next door to his work in what we now know as no. 17, next door at 19 was  

Mr T Bates, then in the first part of 21 was called Havenho and there lived Mr Tilzey 

whose daughter ’ s are on the horse and cart photo. Then the  second part of 21 was 

called Filbert Cottage there residing a Miss Dover. 



Part of the  modern HER map showing 17-19 with  numbered 6453 

The clean lines existing front High Street view of 17-19 hiding a tremendous history. 



The Grade 2 listing is not very detailed “ C17 much altered ”  But we believe  features 

such as tudor bricks internally plus the indication on the  1581 Agas map prove parts of 

this property date to the 16th C or beyond. 

There are superb inglenook fireplaces, bread oven and cellar features. 

There are similar features  next door in number 21 but because of the 1940 ’ s front face-

lift its Tudor origins have been ignored by Heritage. 
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